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The present invention relates to freight transportation 
systems, and more particularly to railway cars for trans 
porting road semi-trailers. 

In a freight transportation system of the character 
mentioned, a railway car is provided that includes a frame 
upon which a road semi-trailer is mounted for trans 
portation upon the railway car. Also the railway car 
comprises a hitch including a base plate mounted upon 
the frame and a ?fth-Wheel mechanism and expansible 
contractible structure interconnecting the base plate and 
the ?fth~wheel mechanism, the structure mounting the 
?fth-wheel mechanism for selective movements between 
storage and erected positions with respect to the frame. 
More particularly, the structure is expansible to move 
the ?fth-wheel mechanism from its storage position into 
its erected position, and is contractible to move the ?fth 
wheel mechanism from its erected position into its stor 
age position. The ?fth-Wheel mechanism in its storage 
position is disposed closely adjacent to the top of the 
frame and in non-interfering relation with movements 
of a road semi-trailer and of a road tractor, both carried 
on the top of the frame; and the ?fth-wheel mechanism 
in its erected position is disposed well above the top of 
the frame and adapted to support the front end of a road 
semi-trailer carried on the top of the frame. Moreover, 
the ?fth-Wheel mechanism is selectively operative ‘to latch 
and to release the king pin carried by the front end of 
a road semi-trailer supported thereby in its erected posi 
tion. Furthermore, the hitch comprises an actuating shaft 
rotatably mounted upon the base plate, the shaft being 
rotatable in one direction to expand the structure, so as 
to move the ?fth-wheel mechanism from its storage posi 
tion into its erected position, and the shaft being rotata 
ble in the opposite direction to contract the structure, so 
as to move the ?fth-wheel mechanism from its erected 
position into its storage position. 

In the freight transportation system, at the terminals 
at which the semi-trailers are loaded and unloaded with 
respect to the railway cars, there are provided suitable 
pneumatic torque Wrenches, together with the usual pneu 
matic appurtenances; whereby the shafts for selectively 
actuating the various hitches may be readily rotated ‘in 
the required directions in the selective actuations of the 
hitches between the storage and erected positions thereof, 
as required in the loading and unloading operations 
mentioned. 

While this arrangement is entirely satisfactory at rela 
tively large well-equipped freight terminals, the di?iculty 
is encountered at relatively small freight terminals that 
there are no pneumatic wrenches, or other power acces 
sories, that may be used for the purpose of selectively 
rotating the actuating shafts of the hitches, asrrequired 
in the loading and unloading operations. Accordingly 
at ‘the relatively small freight terminals, the shafts men 
tioned must be manually operated; which, of course, is 
exceedingly di?icult work and very time-consuming, there 
by rendering the loading and unloading of semi-trailers 
upon the railway cars at the relatively small freight ter 
minals substantially more expensive and time-consuming 
than are desirable. 

Accordingly, it is the general object of the present in 
vention to provide in a railway car that is adapted for 
transporting a road sernietrailer, both a bitch that is selec~ 
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tively movable between storage and erected positions 
with respect to the frame of the railway car and road 
tractor operated mechanism for selectively actuating the 
hitch between its storage and erected positions. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a railway 
car of the character noted, wherein the road tractor 
operated mechanism mentioned is essentially in the forni 
of a tread-mill that is adapted removably to support the 
drive Wheels of the road tractor in a supported position 
upon thef rame of the railway car, whereby selective‘rota; 
tions of the drive wheels of the road tractor in opposite 
directions effect selective operations of the treadmill 
and the consequent selective movements of the hitch car 
ried by the railway car between its storage and erected 
positions. 
A further object of the invention is to provide in a 

railway car, a semi-trailer hitch that is selectively opera~ 
tive between storage and erected positions, and also self 
contained road tractor operated mechanism for selectively 
actuating the hitch between its storage and erected posi 
tions, wherein the actuating mechanism may be selectively 
operated in a ready manner by the tractor driver incident 
to leading or unloading of the road semi-trailer with 
respect to the railway car, and Without the performance 
by the driver of operations that are foreign to the usual 
mode required in the driving of the tractor. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide a 

railway car of the character described that is of im 
proved and simpli?ed construction and arrangement. 

Further features of the invention pertain to the parti 
cular arrangement of the elements of the freight trans 
portation system and of the elements of the railway car; 
whereby the above-outlined and additional operating fea 
tures thereof are attained. . 

The invention, both as to its organization and method 
of operation, together with further objects and advan 
tages thereof, will best be understood by reference to 
the ‘following speci?cation, taken in connection with 
the accompanying drawings, in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a fragmentary side elevatiorm view of 

a freight transportation system embodying the present 
invention, and more particularly of a railway car com 
prising a frame carrying a foldable semi-trailer hitch 
having storage and erected positions and also carrying 
a tread-mill for selectively operating the hitch ‘between 
its two positions, the hitch being illustrated in its stor 
age position, and also illustrating the support upon the 
top of the frame of both a road semi-trailer and a road 
tractor; ‘ 

FIG. 2 is another fragmentary side elevational view of 
the railway car, similar to 'FIG. 1, and illustrating the 
hitch in its erected position supporting the front end of 
the cooperating road semi-trailer, and also illustrating 
the drive Wheels of the road tractor in driving relation 
with the cooperating tread-mill; 

FIG. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary plan view .of the 
immediate portion of the railway car, illustrating the 
cooperation between the ‘hitch and the tread-mill and the 
associated deck also carried ‘by the frame of the railway 
car; ' 

FIG. 4 is a further enlarged fragmentary longitudinal 
sectional view of the intermediate ‘portion of the rail 
way car of FIG. 3; 7 

FIG. 5 is a still further enlarged fragmentary plan 
view of the intermediate portion of the railway .car of 
FIGS. 3 ‘and 4; 

‘FIG. 6 is a greatly enlarged side elevational view of 
one of the lock mechanisms incorporated in the tread 
mill, this View being taken in the direction of the arrows 
along the line 6--6 in FIG. 5; 
FIG. 7 is a still further enlarged lateral sectional view 
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of the railway car, taken in the direction of the arrows 
along the line 7--7 in FIG. 5; and 

'FIG. 8 is a still further enlarged lateral sectional view 
of the railway car, taken in the direction of the arrows 
'along the o?set line 8-8 in FIG, 3. 
H Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 2 of the drawings, the 
freight transportation system there illustrated and ern~ 
_bodying the features of the present invention essentially 
‘comprises a railway car 100 provided with an elongated 
frame 101 supported at the opposite ends thereof by 
a pair of trucks 102 of standard rail gauge that co 
‘operate with an associated railway track 20 also of stand 
ard rail gauge. The railway car 100 is especially de 
signed to transport road semi-trailers and is normally 
arranged to transport two such road semi-trailers adja 
cent to the opposite ends thereof, one such road semi 
"trailer being indicated at 30 on the right-hand end of 
‘the railway car 100,'as illustrated. As explained more 
fully hereinafter, the road semi-trailers 30 are selectively 
loaded and unloaded with respect to the railway car 100, 
utilizing a road tractor 50, the road tractor 50 being 
illustrated in a supported position adjacent to the inter 
mediate portion of the railway car 100. 
The road semi-trailer 30 comprises a chassis or frame 

'31 carrying adjacent to the rear thereof road wheels 32, 
and carrying adjacent to the front end thereof a depend 
ing king pin 33. Also, the chassis 31 of the road semi 
trailer 30 carries a front landing gear 34 disposed rear 
wardly of the king pin 33, and mounted for selective 
movements between a raised position, as shown in FIG. 
-1, and a lowered position, as shown in FIG. 2. 

The road tractor 50 comprises a chassis 51 carrying 
front steering wheels 52 adjacent to the front end there 
'of and rear drive wheels 53 and 53' adjacent to the rear 
'end thereof, dual rear wheels being illustrated, each of 
the outer rear wheels being designated 53 and each of 
the inner rear wheels being designated 53'. Also, the 
chassis '51 of the road tractor 50 carries adjacent to the 
rear end thereof a ?fth-wheel mechanism 54 that is 
adapted selectively to couple and to uncouple the king pin 
33 of the road semi-trailer 30, in the usual manner. 
Moreover, the road tractor ‘50 comprises the usual mo 
tor facility, as well as a driver’s cab 55 containing the 
usual controller for selectively controlling the driving 
of the drive wheels 53 and 53' in forward and reverse 
directions and for selectively governing the operation of 
the ?fth-wheel mechanism 54 in a conventional manner. 

Referring now to FIGS. 3, 7 and 8, the frame 101 of 
the railway car 100 comprises a longitudinally extending 
center sill 103, a pair of longitudinally extending and lat 
erally spaced-apart side sills 104, and a pair of later 
ally extending and longitudinally spaced-apart end sills, 
not shown. The center sill 103 is of composite con— 
struction, including a pair of longitudinally extending 
and laterally spaced-apart I-beams 105 that are secured 
together by upper and lower tie plates 106 and 107, re 
spectively; whereby the center sill 103 is of box-like form. 
Further, the frame 101 comprises a plurality of laterally 
extending and longitudinally spaced-apart body beams 
108, connecting together the center sill 103 and the side 
sills 104. Also, the frame 101 comprises a pair of Ion 
gitudinally extending and laterally spaced-apart deck 
sills 109 respectively disposed on opposite sides of the 
I-beams 105 of the center sill V103 and supported on top 
of the body beams ‘108, the deck sills 109 being in the 
form of H-sections. Further, the frame 101 comprises 
a plurality of longitudinally extending and laterally 
spaced-apart deck sills 110 respectively disposed between 
the deck sills 109 and the side sills 104 and supported on 
top of the body beams .108, the deck sills 110 being in 
the form of Z-sections. Of course, the elements 104. 
105, 106, 107, ‘108, 109 and \110 are formed of steel 
and are suitably secured together, as by welding, in order 
to provide the composite rigid frame 101. Of the railway 
car 100. 
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Further, the frame 101 of the railway car 100 carries 
a pair of longitudinally spaced-apart semi-trailer hitches 
120, each of which is adapted to support the front end 
of one of the corresponding adjacent one of the road 
semi-trailers 30; and as best shown in FIGS. 3, 4, 7 and 8, 
the hitch 120 illustrated essentially comprises a longitu 
dinally extending base plate 121 that is directly carried 
in supported position upon the top tie plate 106 of the 
center sill 103 and removably secured in place by a pair 
of longitudinally extending and laterally spaced-apart 
substantially L-shaped members 122 that are respectively 
secured, as by welding, to the inner sides of the deck sills 
109, as best shown in FIGS. 7 and 8. The opposite sides 
of the base plate 121 may be removably secured to the 
members 122 by removable screws, indicated at 123 in 
FIG. 8. Also, the hitch 120 comprises a block 124, a 
?fth-wheel mechanism 125, a standard 126 and a strut 
127, as best shown in FIG. 4. More particularly, the 
block 124 is slidably mounted upon the base plate 121 
for longitudinal movements with respect thereto; the lower 
end of the standard 126 is pivotally connected to the 
block 124 by an associated pivot pin, as indicated at 128; 
and the upper end of the standard 126 is pivotally con 
nected to the central portion of the ?fth-wheel mechanism 
125 by an associated pivot pin, as indicated at 129. The 
rear end of the base plate 121 carries upstanding struc 
ture, indicated at 130; the lower end of the strut 126 is 
pivotally connected to the structure 130 by an associated 
pivot pin, as indicated at 131; and the upper end of the 
strut 127 is pivotally connected to the central portion of 
the ?fth-wheel mechanism 125 by the pivot pin 129. In 
the arrangement, the strut 127 is of composite construc 
tion, including a lower cylinder member 132 and an upper 
piston member 133 that are arranged in telescopic rela 
tion with respect to each other for sliding movements 
therebetween; whereby it is the lower end of the cylinder 
member 132 that is connected by the pivot pin 131 to 
the structure 130, and it is the upper end of the piston 
133 that is connected by the pivot pin 129 to the ?fth~ 
wheel mechanism 125. The inner end of the piston 133 
arranged within the hollow cylinder 132 comprises a head 
134 slidably engaging the interior wall of the hollow pis 
ton 132 and cooperates with a pair of compression springs 
135 and 136 disposed on opposite sides of the head 134 
and respectively cooperating with the opposite ends of 
the cylinder 132; all for a purpose more fully explained 
hereinafter. Further, the central portion of the base 
plate 121 carries a rotatably mounted actuating shaft 141 
that is journaled for rotation in either direction upon 
longitudinally spaced-apart bearing structures 142 carried 
upon the top of the base plate 121; and the rear portion 
of the actuating shaft 141 is threaded to provide a screw, 
as indicated at 143; which screw 143 cooperates with 
nut structure, not shown, carried by the block 124. 

Considering now the general mode of operation of the 
hitch 126, it is noted that it has storage and erected posi 
tions with respect to the frame 101 of the railway car 
100. More particularly, when the hitch 120 occupies its 
storage position, the standard 126 and the strut 127 oc 
cupy a folded or contracted position, so that the ?fth 
Wheel mechanism 125 is disposed closely adjacent to the 
top of the center sill 103 and in non-interfering relation 
with movements of the road semi-trailer 3i? and the road 
tractor 50, vwhen they occupy their supported positions 
upon the top of the frame 101, as shown in FIG. 1. On 
the other hand, when the hitch 129 occupies its erected 
position, the standard 126 and the strut 127 occupy an 
unfolded or expanded position, so that the ?fth-wheel 
mechanism 125 is disposed Well above the top of the cen 
ter sill 103 and adapted to support the front end of the 
associated road semi-trailer 30 carried on the top of the 
frame 101, as shown in FIG. 2. a 
More particularly, and referring to FIG. 4, when the 

actuating shaft 141 is rotated in the clockwise direction. 
as viewed from the front thereof toward the hitch 120, 

A 
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in the bearings 142, the screw 143 moves the block 124 
forwardly away from the structure 130; which forward 
sliding movement of the block 124 upon the base plate 
121 moves the hitch 120 from its storage position of FIG. 
1 into its erected position of FIG. 2. More particularly, 
the forward movement of the block 124 pivots the stand 
ard 126 out from under the strut 127, with the result 
that the standard 126 is moved from a substantially hori 
zontal position disposed closely adjacent to the center sill 
103 into an upstanding position, as shown in FIG, 4; 
whereby the strut 127 is also upwardly pivoted about the 
structure 130, and the ?fth-wheel mechanism 125 is ele 
vated into the erected position of FIGS. 2 and 4; whereby 
the ?fth-wheel mechanism 125 in its elevated position is 
adapted to support the front end of the associated road 
semi-trailer 30. Furthermore, the ?fth-Wheel mecha 
nism 125 in its erected position is adapted selectively to 
latch and to release the king pin 33 carried by the front 
end of the supported road semi-trailer 30, in the usual 
manner. In passing, it is mentioned that the structural 
details of the ?fth~wheel mechanism 125 are altogether 
conventional and have not been illustrated in detail, in 
the interest of brevity. 
On the other hand, when the actuating shaft 141 is 

rotated in the counterclockwise direction, as viewed from 
the front thereof toward the hitch 120, in the bearings 
142, the screw 143 moves the block 124 rearwardly to 
ward the structure 130; which rearward sliding movement 
of the block 124 upon the base plate 121 moves the hitch 
120 from its erected position of FIG. 2 into its. storage 
position of FIG. 1. More particularly, the rearward 
movement of the block 124 pivots the standard 126 back 
under the strut 127, with the result that the standard 126 
is moved from its upstanding position, as shown in FIG. 
4, into its substantially horizontal position disposed closely 
adjacent to the center sill 103; whereby the strut 127 is 
also downwardly pivoted about the structure 130, and 
the ?fth-wheel mechanism 125 is lowered into the storage 
position of FIG. 1. 
When the hitch 120 occupies its erected position of 

FIGS. 2 and 4 and the ?fth-wheel mechanism 125 is‘ 
operated to latch in place the associated king pin 33 of 
the supported cooperating road semi-trailer 30, the front 
end of the road semi~trailer 311 is, of course, supported 
by the hitch 121) in its erected position, while the rear 
end ‘of the road semi-trailer 311 is supported upon the 
‘frame 101 by the rear road wheels 32, as explained more 
fully hereinafter. Also, it is noted that during normal 
operation of the railway car 1110', the hitch 125 provides 
shock-absorption to the connected road semi-trailer 30 
by virtue of the arrangement of the compression springs 
135 and 136 housed in the strut 127. More particularly, 
during such normal operation of the railway car 160, 
the road semi-trailer 30 in its mounted position upon the 
hitch 120 in its erected position is capable of limited 
longitudinal movements with respect to the railway car 
160; and specifically, the longitudinal movements men 
tioned of the road semi-trailer 30 are transmitted to the 
?fth-wheel mechanism 125, thereby to cause the standard 
126 in its upstanding position of FIG. 4 to pivot fore 
and-aft about the pivot pin 128 with respect to the block 
124; whereby the strut 127 is alternately expanded and 
contracted. More particularly, expansion of the piston 
133 with respect to the cylinder 132 of the strut 127 
effects compression of the spring 136, while contraction 
of the piston 133 with respect to the cylinder 132 of the 
strut 127 effects compression of the spring 135. Ac 
cordingly, the longitudinal movements of the road semi 
trailer 30 are shocked or damped in the strut 127 by the 
action of the springs 135 and 136. Moreover, the 
springs 135 and 136 acting upon the head 134 carried 
by the piston‘133 of the strut 127 cooperate to maintain 
‘the standard 126 in its upstanding position, as illustrated 
in FIG. 4, when the railway car 100 is at rest. 
p Further, the railway car 100 comprises, as best shown 
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in FIGS. 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8, a hollow substantially T-shaped 
structure 150', including a longitudinally extending stem 
151 mounted upon the center sill 103 and a laterally 
extending head 152 mounted mutually upon the center sill 
103, the side sills 104 and the deck sills 109 and 110. 
The hollow structure 150 is of composite construction 
and includes a pair of longitudinally extending and later 
ally spaced-apart stem members 153 of L-section posi 
tioned on ‘opposite sides of the center sill 103 and directly 
supported respectively on the tops of the deck sills 109, 
as best shown in FIGS. 3 and 7. Also, the hollow struc 
ture 150 includes a laterally extending head member 154 
of L-section positioned between the side sills 104 and on 
top of the elements‘ 106, 101i and 110, as best shown in 
FIGS. 3, 5 and 7. Also, the hollow structure 150 in 
cludes two laterally extending head members 155 of L 
section positioned rearwardly of the head member 154 
and projecting laterally outwardly from the intermediate 
portions of the stem members 153, as best shown in FIG. 
3, as well as a pair of longitudinally extending and later 
ally spaced-apart head members 156 of L-section respec 
tively positioned adjacent to the side sills 104 and respec 
tively joining together the outer ends of the head member 
154 and the adjacent outer ends of the head members 155. 
Finally, the hollow structure 150 includes a laterally ex 
tending stem member ‘157 of L-section joining together 
the rear ends of the stem members 153 and positioned 
directly upon the top tie plate 106 of the center sill 103. 
The two members 153, the single member 154, the two 

members 155, the two members 156 and the single mem 
ber 157 are formed of steel and are rigidly secured to 
gether, so that the structure 1511 as a. whole, may be placed 
and removed with respect to the frame ‘101 of the railway 
car 100; moreover, in the composite structure 151}, there 
is de?ned the longitudinally extending open box 161 in 
the stem 151 of the structure 150, and also the two later~ 
ally spaced-apart open boxes 162 in the head 152 of the 
structure 150. The structure 150 in its entirety is sup 
ported upon the frame 101 of the railway car 100, so 
that the hitch 126 in its‘ entirety is arranged in the box 
161111 the stem 151 and so that the head 152 of the 
‘structure 150 is disposed forwardly of the hitch 120, as 
clearly shown in FIGS. 3 and 5; and furthermore, the 
structure 150 carries a treadmill 17d arranged in the 
boxes 162 in the head 152. 
More particularly, the tread-mill 1711 comprises front 

and rear laterally extending and longitudinally spaced 
apart shafts 171 and 1'72 that are suitably journaled in 
bearings 175 carried by the stern members 153 and by 
bearings 1'74 carried by the head members 156; whereby 
each of the shafts 171 and 172 is mounted for rotation 
in either direction upon the head 152 of the structure 
1511. The opposite ends of the front shaft 171 carry a 
pair of outer rollers 175 and a pair of inner rollers 175' 
arranged in the two laterally spaced-apart boxes 162 
provided in the head 152 of the structure 156; and like 
wise, the opposite ends of the rear shaft 172 carry a pair 
of outer rollers 176 and a pair of inner rollers ‘176’ ar- 
ranged in the two laterally spaced-apart boxes 162 pro 
vided in the head 152 of the structure 150. In the ar 
rangement, the two rollers 175 and 175' disposed in each 
of the boxes 162 are separated laterally from each other 
by an associated bearing ‘177 that is supported upon the 
adjacent deck sill 110, as shown in FIG. 5; likewise, the 
two rollers 176 and 176’ disposed in each of vthe boxes 
162 are separated laterally from each other by an asso 
ciated bearing 178 that is supported upon the adjacent 
deck sill 110, as shown in FIGS. 5 and 7. Accordingly, 
in the arrangement, in each of the boxes 162, the outer 
rollers 1'75 and 176 are arranged in longitudinal align 
ment wtih each other and are adapted to engage and to 
support the outer road wheel 53 of the road tractor 50, 
and the inner rollers 175' and 176' are arranged in longi 
tudinal alignment with each other and are adapted to 
engage and to support the inner road wheel 53' of the 



road tractor 50; all as indicated in‘ FIG. 7. In order to 
improve the frictional contact between the rollers 176 
and 176' and the supported road wheels 53 and 53’ of the 
road tractor 50, the outer surfaces of the rollers 176 and 
176’ are serrated or knurled, as indicated in FIG. 7. 
The rear shaft 172 has rigidly ai?xed thereto a beveled 

gear 181 that is arranged to mesh a beveled gear 182 that 
is rigidly secured to the extreme front end of the actuat 
ing shaft 141, as shown in FIG. 5. Moreover, the upper 
portion of the stem 151 and the intermediate portion of 
the head 152 of the composite structure 150 is provided 
with a cover plate 133 that may be suitably secured in 
place by screws, indicated ‘at 184 in FIG. 5. 

Also the structure 156 carries lock mechanism for the 
purpose of selectively locking the shafts 171 and 172 
against rotation in either direction; and as illustrated in 
FIGS. 5 and 6, the arrangement comprises two locking 
pawls 185 ‘and 186 that are respectively carried by the 
lower head member 156, as shown in FIG. 5, and ar 
ranged to cooperate with two ratchet wheels 187 and 
188 respectively rigidly secured to‘the outer ends of the 
respective shafts 171 and 172. As shown in FIG. 6, the 
locking pawl 185 is pivotally mounted upon a pivot pin 
189 and carried by the head member 156 and arranged 
selectively to lock the associated ratchet wheel 187 that 
is rigidly secured to the extreme outer end of the shaft 
.171 by a key 190. In FIG. 6, the locking pawl 185 is 
shown in solid lines in its locking position with respect 
to the ratchet wheel 187 and is illustrated in dotted lines 
in its unlocking position with respect to the ratchet 
wheel 187. 

Accordingly, it will be understood that the tread-mill 
170 is adapted removably to support the rear drive 
wheels 53 and 53’ of the road tractor 50 and selectively 
to trap the road drive wheels 53 and 53' in supported 
positions between the rollers 175, 176 and 175', 176' 
depending upon the positions of the locking pawls 185 
and 186 with respect to the associated ratchet wheels 
187 and 188. More particularly. when the locking pawls 
185 ‘and 186 occupy their locking positions with respect 
to their ratchet wheels 187 and 183, the shafts 171 and 
172 are locked against rotation in either direction; where 
by it will be understood that the rear drive wheels 53 
and 53’ of the road tractor 50 may readily roll along the 
frame 101 of the railway car 109 and across the rollers 
175, 176 and 175', 176’ without being trapped in the 
tread-mill 170. On the other hand, when the locking 
pawls 185 and 186 occupy their unlocking positions with 
respect to their ratchet Wheels 187 and 138, the shafts 
171 'and 172 are unlocked for rotation in either direc 
tion; whereby it will be understood that the rear drive 
wheels 53 and 53' of the road tractor 50 will fall into 
trapped relation with respect to the rollers 175, 176 and 
175', 176' incident to movement of the road tractor 50 
along the frame 101 of the railway car 1%; whereby in 
this case, the drive wheels 53 and 53’ are supported in 
the tread-mill 170 in frictional engagements with the 
rollers 175, 176 and 175', 176’. 

Considering now the operation of the tread-mill 176, 
when the supported drive wheels 53 and 53’ of the road 
tractor 50 are rotated in the forward direction, the rol 
lers 175, 176 and 175', 176’ in frictional engagement 
therewith are rotated in the reverse direction; and con 
versely, when the supported drive wheels 53 and 53' 
of the road tractor 50 are rotated in the reverse direction, 
lers 175, 176 and 175’, 176’ in frictional engagement 
ment therewith are rotated in the forward direction. 
Rotation of the rollers 176 and 176' in the clockwise di 
rection, as viewed from the lower side rail 104 in FIG. 5, 
effects corresponding rotation of the beveled gear 181 
carried by the rear shaft 172 and the consequent rotation 
of the actuating shaft 141 in the clockwise direction, as 
viewed from the front end thereof in FIG. 5; on the 
other hand, rotation of the rollers 176 and 176’ in the 
counterclockwise direction effects corresponding rotation 
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8 
of the beveled gear 181 carried by‘the rear shaft 172 and 
the consequent rotation of the actuating shaft 141 in the 
counterclockwise direction. As previously explained, 
clockwise rotation of the actuating shaft 141 effects 
movement of the hitch 120 from its storage position of 
FIG. 1 into its erected position of FIG. 2, while coun 
terclockwise rotation of ‘the actuating shaft 141 effects 
movement of the hitch 120 from its erected position of 
FIG. 2 into its storage position of FIG. 1. , 

Accordingly, it will be understood that when the rear 
drive wheels 53 and 53' of the road tractor 50 occupy 
their supported and trapped positions in the tread-mill 
170, selective rotations of the drive wheels 53 and 53' in 
opposite directions effect selective operations of the hitch 
120 between its storage and erected positions, as ex 
plained above. 

Continuing now with the construction and arrangement 
of, the railway car 100 and referring particularly to 
FIGS. 3 and 8, it is noted that the frame 101 supports a 
composite deck arranged in upper and lower sections 
195 and 196, as shown in FIG. 3. More particularly, 
each of the deck sections 195 and .196 comprises a plu~ 
rality of individual ?oor timbers extending laterally 
across the cooperating deck sills 109 and 110, the indi 
vidual ?oor timbers being disposed in longitudinally 
spaced-apart relation. The outer end of each of the 
deck timbers is carried by a longitudinally extending 
deck member 197 that is rigidly secured to the adjacent 
side sill 104, as best shown in FIG. 8; while the inner 
end of each of the deck timbers is spaced outwardly a 
short distance from the adjacent edge of the top tie plate 
106 of the center sill 103, as shown in FIG. 8. In the 
arrangement, the top of the structure 150 is disposed 
slightly above the plane of the top of the deck sections 
195 and 196; whereby four inclined ramps 198 are car 
»ried upon the adjacent portions of the deck sections 195 
and 196 and arranged on either side of the opposite arms 
of the head 152 of the composite structure 150, as 
shown in FIG. 3, thereby to accommodate the transfer 
or transition of the road wheels 32 of the semi-trailer 30 
and the road wheels 52 and 53, 53’ of the road tractor 
50 across the tread-mill 1711. 

Considering now the loading of the road semi-trailer 30 
upon the railway car 100, the road semi-trailer 30 is 
coupled in the usual manner to the ?fth-wheel mechanism 
54 of the road tractor 5t}, and the road semi-trailer 30 and 
the road tractor 50 are backed as a unit across an asso 
ciated ramp, not shown, onto the left-hand end of the rail 
way car 109 and thence onto the right-hand end thereof, 
as shown in FIG. 1. At this time, it may be assumed 
that the shafts 171 and 172 of the tread-mill 170 occupy 
their locked positions, so as to prevent trapping of the 
road wheels 32 of the road semi-trailer 30 and the rear 
drive wheels 53 and 53' of the road tractor 50 in the 
tread-mill 170, as previously explained. Furthermore, at 
this time, it is, of course, assumed that the hitch 120 occu~ 
pies its storage position of FIG. 1 and that the front 
landing gear 34 of the road semi-trailer 30 occupies its 
upper position, as illustrated in FIG. 1. In the loading 
operation, the semi-trailer 30 is backed longitudinally 
along the deck sections 195 and 196 carried by the frame 
101 of the railway car 100 with the road wheels 32 sup 
ported thereby and across the tread-mill 170 and into the 
position, as shown in FIG. 1; whereupon the front land 
ing gear 34 of the road semi-trailer 30 is operated into its 
lowered position, indicated by the broken lines in FIG.‘ 1, 
so as to support the front end of the road semi-trailer 30 
independently of the ?fth-wheel mechanism 54 carried by 
the rear end of the road tractor 50. Also, at this time, 
the king pin 33 carried by the front end of the road semi 
trailer 39 is disposed longitudinally of the railway car 
100, so that when the hitch 120 is actuated into its erected 
position of FIG. 2, the ?fth-wheel mechanism 125 thereof 
will engage the king pin 33. At this time, the ?fth-wheel 
mechanism 54 is actuated to release the king pin 33 and 
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the road tractor 50"v is driven-forwardly alongr-thetrailway 
car lilii‘into its position of FIG. 2, so that the roadiwheels 
S‘Sand 53' thereof are trapped in the tread-mill 170'. The 
locking mechanisms associated with the shafts’ 17-1 and 
172 are operated into their unlocking positions, and the 
rear drive wheels 53' and 53’ of the road tractor 50‘ are 
operated in the forward direction, so as to» operate the 
tread-mill 170' in order to cause the hitch 120tto he actu 
ated from its storage position of FIG. 1 into its erected 
position of FIG. 2; whereby the ?fth-wheel mechanism 
125 of the hitch 120 is operated into supporting relation 
with respect to the front end of the road semi-trailer 30 
and‘ to'receive and to latch in placethe king pin 33 car 
ried by‘ the front end of theroadl semi-trailer 30.- At this 
time, the front landing gear 34 is operated into- its: upper 
position and the locking mechanisms are returned into 
their locking positions with respect to~theassociated-shafts 
17-1 and 1'72; whereupon‘ the rear drive wheelsl5'3‘ and‘. 53.’ 
of the‘road' tractor 50 may he'rotatcd in the forward direc; 
tion; so‘ as to drive the road tractor 50‘ out of trapped 
relation with respect to the treadmill 170’, with the result 
that the road tractor 150‘ may then be driven forwardly 
longitudinally along the deck‘ sections‘ 195V and, 196' and 
off of theleft-hand end ofv thev railway car 100‘ andv across 
the’ connecting ramp back into the terminal yard, in" an 
obvious manner. 

Considering now the unloading of the'r‘oa'd semi-trailer 
30 from the railway‘ car 100, the front landing“ gear‘ 34 
ofjtlie road semi-trailer is operated into? its lower position 
in order to support the: front end? thereof‘ independently 
of‘ the‘ hitch- 120 and» the ?fth-wheel mechanism 125% is 
operated: to release, the’ king pin» 33-carried- by the front 
end of the road semi-trailer. Then the: road tractor 50 
is backed onto the left- end of? the railway car‘ 100‘: and 
longitudinally therealong into thevpositio‘n' ofFIG. 2'. At 
this time; the drive wheels 53‘ and 5-3‘ of‘ the road tractor 
50 are trapped; in the tread-mill1-705 and the-lockinglm'ec'h 
anisms are operated to unlock- the shaftsv 1'71‘ and 172.» 
At‘ this“ time, the drive wheels 53‘ and‘ 53' of- the' road 
tractor 50‘ are rotated in. the reverse direction‘ in? order 
to operate the tread-mill 1i70 so asto‘ move the‘ hitch. 120 
from its‘ erected: position of FIG. 2 into itsstorage posi 
tion of'FlG; 1;‘ whereby the front end of'the road. semi 
trailer 30 is then supported by‘ the front; landing‘ gear‘ 34. 
The‘ locking mechanisms associated with, the shafts 171 
and L72 of the‘ tread-mill 170 are‘, returned into their 
locked‘ positions, and further rearward rotations of the 
drive wheels 5-3‘ and. 53' are effected, so that‘ the‘- road 
tractor 50 is backed out of the tread-mill 170,- witlr the 
result that the ?fth-wheel mechanism 54 is positioned 
below and in supporting‘ relation with respect‘ to~ the front 
end of the roadv semistrail‘er 30'. Moreover; the‘: ?fth 
wheel‘ mechanism 5'4 is‘ actuated‘ to latch. the king! pin 33' 
in‘: place‘. At this time, the front landing gear 34 is: re 
turned into its upper position; whereby the support of 
the front end of the road semi-trailer 30‘ is through the 
?fth=wheel mechanism 54 carried‘ on the rear end of’the 
road'tractor- 50; The road tractor 50>is'then1 driven for 
wardly off of the left-hand? end of the railway car 100‘; 
drawing the coupled? road‘ semi-trailer 30 therewith; 
whereupon‘ the road tractor 50‘ and the road- semi-trailer 
3W are moved across the adjacent ramp and into the asso 
eiatcd terminal yard; in an obvious manner. 

In‘ these operations, it is noted that a plurality of 
the railway cars 1.00 are‘ normally loaded and unloaded 
in a coupled string; whereby it will be understood that 
suitable bridging structures, not shown, are provided 
between the deck sections 195' and 196 at the adja 
cent coupled ends’ of the railway cars 10%‘ so ‘as to 
accommodate longitudinal rolling movements of the road 
tractor 50' and the road‘ semiktrailers 30 longitudinally 
‘along the coupled railway cars 100?‘. Moreover, the 
string of railway cars 100 are always loaded from the 
rear of the string toward the front» thereof, and each 
-\railway car is normally loaded‘ with two of thev road 
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semi-trailers: 30. In the loading of each railway car‘ 
1%; one'of the road semi-trailerslltl is ?rst loadedv upon 
therear’ end! thereof and then another of the road- semi 
trailers 30- is- loaded upon the front end thereof. More 
over, it will- be understood that in each of the railway 
cars 100, each- of the hitches 120 normally occupies its 
storage position until‘ use thereof is to be made in sup 
porting the front end of? the cooperating road» semi 
trailer 30; which arrangement of the hitches 120 in their 
storage positions‘ is necessary inv order to prevent inter 
ference with the’ longitudinal‘ tral?c along the coupled 
railway cars-100 of. the road semi-trailers 3t? and the road 
tractor 50. 

Furthermore, it will be understood that each of the 
two hitches 120 carried by each of the railway cars 
100' may- be readily operated in the manner previously 
explained by the ‘associated one of the tread-mills 170, 
utilizing the very road tractor. 5:‘! that isv employed in 
the loading of the road semi-trailers 30 upon the rail 
way‘ car: 100,; whereby no other auxiliary equipment 
whatsoever: is required, for the selective operation of 
the: two: hitches; carried: by the railway car 106 between 
their storage- and erected positions astrequireiby virtue 
of the“ provision of the two respectively associated tread- 
mills, 170; that, are. directly carried by the frame 101;‘ i 
of; the railway car 100. Moreover, these tread-mills 170‘ 
maybe selectively operated by the driver of the road 
tractor 505 in. a straightforward‘ and. simple manner that 
is; in no Way, dissimilar to the normal driving opera‘ 
tions involved. in the driving of the road tractor 504. 
Accordingly, the loading’ and unloading of the railway 
car. 160- may be readilyv elfected at a small freight‘ ter 
minal and at, a railway’ siding; in a ready manner,v with- 
out the necessity of auxiliary equipment of any kind. 

In view- of the foregoing, it is apparent that there 
hasbeen' provided a railway car that is especially adapted‘ 
for the. transportation of road semi-trailers and that 
incorporates improved road tractor operated mechanism 
for selectively actuating the road semi-trailer hitches: 
carried‘ by the railway car, as required, in the loading 
and unloading of; the road semi-trailers with respect to 
the railway car. 

While there has been described what is at present 
considered to be- the preferred embodiment of the ins 
vention, it will be understood that various modi?cations. 
may be made therein, and it is intended to cover in» 
the appended: claims all such modi?cations as fall with‘ 
in‘ the true spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A railway car for transporting a road semi-trailer; 

said railway car comprising a longitudinally extending 
frame. adapted to support and to accommodate longi 
tudinal movements therealong of a. road semi-trailer 
and of a road. tractor, a hitch mounted upon said frame 
for. movements between storage and’ erected positions‘. 
with respect thereto, said hitch in its storage position 
being, disposed‘ closely adjacent to the top of said frame 
and. in non-interfering relation with movements of a 
road semi-trailer and of a road tractor both carried on 
the top of said frame, said‘ hitch in its erected position 
being disposed well above the top of said frame and 
being, adapted to support the front end of. a road semi-v 
trailer carried on the top of' said frame, said. hitch in 
cluding a ?fth-wheel‘ mechanism that is adapted selec 
tively to latch and to release the king pin carried by the 
front end of a road semi-trailer supported by said hitch 
in. its‘ erected‘ position‘, a tread-mill mechanism mounted 
‘upon saidframe and oriented. laterally thereon so that 
it is‘ adapted‘ removably to support the drive wheels of 
a road‘ tractor‘ carried on the top of said frame, said 
tread-mill’. mechanism including a roller adapted fric 
tionally to engage the drive wheels of the supported‘ 
road‘ tractor, whereby selective forward and reverse ro‘- 
itati'onsi of the drive Wheels of‘ the supported road tractor 
impart respectively corresponding reverse ‘and forward 
rotations to said roller, and actuating mechanism oper 
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atively connected between said roller and said hitch 
for selectively moving said hitch between its storage 
and erected positions, said actuating mechanism being 
responsive to rotation of said roller in one direction 
to move said hitch from its storage position into its 
erected position and responsive to rotation of said roller 
in the opposite direction to move said hitch from its 
erected position into its storage position. 

2. The railway car set forth in claim 1, and further 
comprising means for selectively locking said roller against 
rotation, thereby to accommodate ready passage of the 
drive wheels of a supported road tractor longitudinally 
along the top of said frame and across said tread-mill 
mechanism without rotation of said roller in its locked 
position. 

3. A railway car for transporting a road semi-trailer; 
said railway car comprising a longitudinally extending 
frame adapted to support and to accommodatae longitu 
dinal movements therealong of a road semi-trailer and of 
a road tractor, a hitch mounted upon said frame for 
movements between storage and erected positions with 
respect thereto, said bitch in its storage position being 
disposed closely adjacent to the top of said frame and 
in non-interfering relation with movements of a road 
semi-trailer and of a road tractor both carried on the top 
of said frame, said hitch in its erected position being dis 
posed well above the top of said frame and being adapted 
to support the front end of a road semi-trailer carried 
on the top of said frame, said hitch including a ?fth 
wheel mechanism that is adapted selectively to latch and 
to release the king pin carried by the front end of a road 
semi-trailer supported by said hitch in its erected posi 
tion, a tread-mill mechanism mounted upon said frame 
and oriented laterally thereon so that it is adapted re 
movably to support the drive wheels of a road tractor 
carried on the top of said frame, said tread-mill mecha 
nism including a pair of laterally extending and longitu 
dinally spaced-apart rollers adapted to trap therebetween 
the drive wheels of a supported road tractor incident to 
longitudinal movement thereof along the top of said 
frame and across said tread-mill mechanism, locking 
mechanism cooperating with said rollers and having 
locked and unlocked positions, said locking mechanism 
in its locked position restraining said rollers against Io 
tation so as to accommodate ready passage of the drive 
wheels of a supported road tractor longitudinally along 
the top of said frame Without rotation of said rollers, 
said locking mechanism in its unlocked position releasing 
said rollers for rotation by the trapped drive wheels of a 
supported road tractor, whereby selective forward and 
reverse rotations of the ‘trapped drive wheels of a sup 
ported road tractor impart respectively corresponding 
reverse and forward rotations to one of said rollers, and 
actuating mechanism operatively connected between said 
one roller and said hitch for selectively moving said hitch 
between its storage and erected positions, said actuating 
mechanism being responsive to rotation of said roller in 
one direction to move said hitch from its storage posi 
tion into its erected position and responsive to rotation 
of said roller in the opposite direction to move said hitch 
from its erected position into its storage position. 

4. A railway car for transporting a road semi-trailer; 
said railway car comprising a longitudinally extending 
frame adapted to support and to accommodate longi 
tudinal movements therealong of a road semi-trailer and 
of a road tractor, a hitch mounted upon said frame for 
movements between storage and erected positions with 
respect thereto, said bitch in its storage position being 
disposed closely adjacent to the top of said frame and 
in non-interfering relation with movements of a road semi 
trailer and of a road tractor both carried on the top of 
said frame, said hitch in its erected position being dis 
posed well above the top of said frame and being adapted 
to support the front end of a road semi~trailer carried 
on the top of said frame, said hitch including a ?fth 
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12 
wheel mechanism that is adapted selectively to latch and 
to release the king pin carried by the front end of a road 
semi-trailer supported by said hitch in its erected posi 
tion, said hitch also including actuating mechanism for 
selectively moving the same between its storage and 
erected positions, said actuating mechanism including a 
rotatably mounted shaft that is rotatable in one direction 
to effect movement of said hitch from its storage position 
into its erected position and that is rotatable in the other 
direction to effect movement of said hitch from its erected 
position into its storage position, a tread-mill mechanism 
mounted upon said frame and oriented laterally thereon 
so that it is adapted removably to support the drive 
wheels of a road tractor carried on the top of said 
frame, said tread-mill mechanism including a roller 
adapted frictionally to engage the drive wheels of the sup 
ported road tractor, whereby selective forward and re 
verse rotations of the drive wheels of the supported 
road tractor impart respectively corresponding reverse and 
forward rotations to said roller, and a drive connection 
between said roller and said shaft, whereby rotation of 
said roller in a given direction effects rotation of said 
shaft in said one direction and the consequent movement 
of said hitch from its storage position into its erected 
position and rotation of said roller in the opposite direc— 
tion elfects rotation of said shaft in sm'd other direction 
and the consequent movement of said hitch from its 
erected position into its storage position. 

5. A railway car for transporting a road semi-trailer; 
said railway car comprising a longitudinally extending 
frame adapted to support and to accommodate longitu 
dinal movements therealong of a road semi-trailer and of 
a road tractor, said frame including a longitudinally ex 
tending center sill and a pair of longitudinally extending 
and laterally spaced-apart side sills, a hitch mounted 
upon said center sill for movements between storage and 
erected positions with respect thereto, said hitch in its 
storage position being disposed closely adjacent to the 
top of said frame and in non-interfering relation with 
movements of a road semi-trailer and of a road tractor 
both carried on the top of said frame, said hitch in its 
erected position being disposed well above the top of 
said frame and being adapted to support the front end 
of a road semi-trailer carried on the top of said frame, 
said hitch including a ?fth-wheel mechanism that is 
adapted selectively to latch and to release the king pin 
carried by the front end of a road semi-trailer supported 
by said hitch in its erected position, a tread-mill mecha 
nism mounted mutually upon said center sill and upon 
said side sills and oriented laterally thereon so that it is 
adapted removably to support the drive wheels of a road 
tractor carried on the top of said frame, said tread-mill 
mechanism including a roller adapted frictionally to en 
gage the drive wheels of the supported road tractor, where 
by selective forward and reverse rotations of the drive 
wheels of the supported road tractor impart respectively 
corresponding reverse and forward rotations to said roller, 
and actuating mechanism operatively connected between 
said roller and said hitch for selectively moving said 
hitch between its storage and erected positions, said actu 
ating mechanism being responsive to rotation of said 
roller in one direction to move said hitch from its stor 
age position into its erected position and responsive to 
rotation of said roller in the opposite direction to move 
said hitch from its erected position into its storage posi 
tion. 

6. A railway car for transporting a road semi-trailer; 
said railway car comprising a longitudinally extending 
frame adapted to support and to accommodate longi 
tudinal movements therealong of a road semi-trailer and 
of a road tractor, said frame including a longitudinally 
extending center sill and a pair of longitudinally extend 
ing and laterally spaced-apart side sills, a hollow substan 
tially T-shaped structure including a longitudinally ex 
tending stem mounted upon said center sill and a laterally 
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extending head mounted mutually upon said center sill 
and upon said side sills, a hitch arranged in the stem 
of said structure and mounted upon said center sill for 
movements between storage and erected positions with re 
spect to said center sill, said hitch in its storage position 
being disposed closely adjacent to the top of said frame 
and in non-interfering relation with movements of a road 
semiatrailer and of a road tractor both carried on the 
top of said frame, said bitch in its erected position being 
disposed well above the top of said frame and being 
adapted to support the front end of a road semi-trailer 
carried on the top of said frame, said hitch including a 
?fth~wheel mechanism that is adapted selectively to latch 
and to release the king pin carried by the front end of 
a road semi-trailer supported by said hitch in its erected 
position, a pair of laterally extending and longitudinally 
spaced-apart rollers arranged in the head of said structure 
and journalled for rotation thereupon, said rollers being 
adapted to trap therebetween the drive wheels of a 
supported road tractor incident to longitudinal movement 
thereof along the top of said frame and across said rollers, 
locking mechanism cooperating with said rollers and 
having locked and unlocked positions, said locking mech 
anism in its locked position restraining said rollers against 
rotation so as ‘to accommodate ready passage of the 
drive wheels of a supported road tractor longitudinally 
along the top of said :frame Without rotation of said rol 
lers, said locking mechanism in its unlocked position 
releasing said rollers for rotation by the trapped drive 
wheels of a supported road tractor, whereby selective 
forward and reverse rotations of the trapped drive wheels 
of a supported road tractor impart respectively corre 
sponding reverse and forward rotations to one of said 
rollers, and actuating mechanism arranged in the stern 
of said structure and operatively connected between said 
one roller and said hitch for selectively moving said 
hitch between its storage and erected positions, said actu 
ating mechanism being responsive to rotation of said 
roller in one direction to move said hitch from its stor 
age position into its erected position and responsive to 
rotation of said roller in the opposite direction to move 
said hitch from its erected position into its storage posi 
tion. 

7. A railway car for transporting a road semietrailer; 
said railway car comprising a longitudinally extending 
frame adapted to support and to accommodate longi 
tudinal movements therealong of a road semi-trailer and 
of a road tractor, said frame including a longitudinally 
extending center sill and a pair of longitudinally extend 
ing and laterally spaced-apart side sills, a hollow sub 
stantially T-shaped structure including a longitudinally 
extending stem mounted upon said center sill and a later 
ally extending head mounted mutually upon said center 
sill and upon said side sills, a deck provided on the top 
of said frame and generally surrounding said structure 
and adapted directly to support the road wheels of a 
road semi-trailer and of a road tractor carried upon 
the top of said frame, a hitch arranged in the stern of 
said structure and mounted upon said center sill for 
movements between storage and erected positions with 
respect to said center sill, said hitch in its storage position 
being disposed closely adjacent to the top of said frame 
and in non-interfering relation with movements of a road 
semi~trailer and of a road tractor both carried on the 
top of said frame, said hitch in its erected position being 
disposed well above the top of said frame and being 
adapted to support the front end of a road semi-trailer 
carried on the top of said frame, said hitch including a 
?fth-wheel mechanism that is adapted selectively to latch 
and to release the king pin carried by the front end of 
a road semi-trailer supported by said hitch in its erected 
position, a pair of laterally extending and longitudinally 
spaced-apart rollers arranged in the head of said struc 
ture and journalled for rotation thereupon, said rollers 
being adapted to trap therebetween the drive wheels of 
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14 
a supported road tractor incident to longitudinal move‘ 
ment thereof along the top of said frame and across 
said rollers, the upper surface of the head of said struc 
ture being disposed in a plane positioned somewhat 
above the plane of said ‘deck, two laterally spaced~apart 
pairs of ramps carried by said deck and respectively 
cooperating with the opposite sides of the head of said 
structure and accommodating the support of the road 
wheels of a road semi-trailer and of a road tractor inci 
dent to transfer thereof between said deck and said 
rollers, locking mechanism cooperating with said rollers 
and having locked and unlocked positions, said locking 
mechanism in its locked position restraining said rollers 
against rotation so as to accommodate ready passage 
of the drive wheels of a supported road tractor longi 
tudinally along the top of said frame without rotation 
of said rollers, said locking mechanism in its unlocked 
position releasing said rollers for rotation by the trapped 
drive wheels of a supported road tractor, whereby selec 
tive forward and reverse rotations of the trapped drive 
wheels of a supported road tractor impart respectively 
corresponding reverse and ‘forward rotations to one of 
said rollers, and actuating mechanism arranged in the 
stem of said structure and operatively connected between 
said one roller and said ‘hitch for selectively moving 
said hitch between its storage and erected positions, said 
actuating mechanism being responsive to rotation of said 
roller in one direction to move said hitch from its 
storage position into its erected position and responsive 
to rotation of said roller in the opposite direction to move 
said hitch from its erected position into its storage posi 
tion. 

8. A railway car ‘for transporting a road semi-trailer; 
said railway car comprising a longitudinally extending 
frame adapted to support and to accommodate longitudi 
nal movements therealong of a road semi-trailer and of 
a road tractor, ‘a hitch including a base plate mounted 
upon said frame, said hitch also including a ?fth-wheel 
mechanism and vertically movable structure intercon 
meeting said base plate and said ?fth-wheel mechanism, 
said structure mounting said fi?th~wheel mechanism for 
selective movements between storage and erected posi 
tions with respect to said frame, raising of said structure 
effecting movement of said ?fth-wheel mechanism from 
its storage position into its erected position and lowering 
of said structure elfecting movement of said ?fth-wheel 
mechanism from its erected position into its storage posi 
tion, said fifth-wheel mechanism in its storage position 
being disposed closely adjacent to the top of said frame 
and in non-interfering relation with movements of a road 
semi-trailer and of a road tractor both carried on the 
top of said frame, said ?fth-wheel mechanism in its erected 
position being disposed well above the top of said frame 
and being adapted to support the front end of a road 
semi-trailer carried on the top of said frame, said ?fth 
wheel mechanism being adapted selectively to latch and 
to release the king pin carried by the front end of a road 
semi-trailer supported thereby in its erected position, a 
treadmill mechanism mounted upon said frame and 
oriented laterally thereon so that it is adapted removably 
to support the drive wheels of a road tractor carried on 
the top of said frame, said tread-mill mechanism includ 
ing a roller adapted frictionally to engage the drive wheels 
of the supported road tractor, whereby selective forward 
and reverse rotations of the drive wheels of the supported 
road tractor impart respectively corresponding reverse 
and forward rotations to said roller, and actuating mech 
anism operatively connected between said roller and said 
structure for selectively raising and lowering said struc 
ture, said actuating mechanism being responsive to ro— 
tation of said roller in one direction to raise said struc 
ture and being responsive to rotation of said roller in the 
opposite direction to lower said structure. 

9. A railway car for transporting a road semi-trailer; 
said railway car comprising a longitudinally extending 
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frame adapted to support and to accommodate longi 
tudinal movements therealong of a road semi-trailer and 
of a road tractor, a hitch including a base plate mounted 
upon said frame and a block mounted for longitudinal 
sliding movements upon said base plate, said hitch also 
including a ?fth-wheel mechanism and a strut and a 
standard, the lower end of said strut being pivotally con 
nected to said base plate rearwardly of said block and 
the upper end of said strut being pivotally connected to 
said ?fth-wheel mechanism, the lower end of said standard 
being pivotally connected to said block and the upper 
end of said standard being pivotally connected to said 
?fth-wheel mechanism, rearward sliding movement of 
said block upon said base plate effecting folding of said 
strut and said standard toward said base plate with the 
consequent movement of said ?fth-wheel mechanism into 
a storage position disposed closely adjacent to the top 
of said frame and in non-interfering relation with move 
ments of a road semi-trailer and of a road tractor both 
carried on the top of said frame, forward sliding move 
ment of said block upon said base plate effecting un 
folding of said strut and said standard away from said 
base plate with the consequent movement of said ?fth 
wheel mechanism into an erected position disposed well 
above the top of said frame and adapted to support the 
front end of a road semi-trailer carried’ on the top of said 
frame, said ?fth-wheel mechanism being adapted se 
lectively to ‘latch and to release the king pin carried by 
the front end of a road semi-trailer supported thereby in 
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its erected position, said hitch also including a longitudi 
nally extending shaft rotatably mounted upon said base 
plate,‘ said shaft including a screw-section disposed in 
threaded engagement with nut-structure carried by said 
block, whereby rotation of said shaft in one direction im 
parts forward sliding movement to said block upon said 
base plate with the resulting movement of said ?fth-wheel 
mechanism from its storage position into its erected posi 
tion and rotation of said shaft in the opposite direction im 
parts rearward sliding movement to said block upon 
said base plate with the resulting movement of said ?fth 
wheel mechanism from its erected position into its stor 
age position, a tread-mill mechanism mounted upon said 
frame and oriented laterally thereon so that it is adapted 
removably to support the drive wheels of a road tractor 
carried on the top of said frame, said tread-mill mecha 
nism including a roller adapted frictionally to engage 
the drive wheels of the supported road tractor, whereby 
selective forward and reverse rotations of the drive wheels 
of the supported road tractor impart respectively corre 
sponding reverse and forward rotations to said roller, and 
a drive connection between said roller and said shaft, 
whereby rotation of said roller in one direction rotates 
said shaft in said one direction and rotation of said 
roller in the opposite direction rotates said shaft in said 
opposite direction. 

No references cited. 


